In Memoriam Professor Silvano Pupolin

by Leo P. Ligthart, Chairman Conasense

Dear Conasense friends: “we lost a friend on February, 12, 2018”. On that day, we lost Professor Silvano Pupolin. He passed away. We were shocked knowing that he is no longer among us.

We remember him as an enthusiastic and stimulating member of Conasense. He was the motor behind Conasense activities on
- Quality of Life
- ICT for Neuro-Rehabilitation
He initiated the ambitious Conasense project REMBRANDT for submission in the EU-Horizon 2020 program and always contacted and informed Conasense partners about progress.

This is not all; he spent much time on writing, reviewing and editing chapters for the Conasense book: “Neuro-Rehabilitation with Brain Interface”.
Experiences with Prof. Pupolin were most positive; requests resulted always in a YES and NEVER NO.

We miss him today and shall miss him in future.
Prof. Pupolin had a long and impressive scientific career in and outside the University of Padova. We have learned from his broad knowledge in several highly appreciated Conasense presentations.

Thank you my friend.

It is my sincere wish that the long-lasting and fruitful collaboration established by Professor Pupolin between the University of Padova and the Conasense institutes, as well as the friendship he created, will continue in future.

May I ask you to stand up and have 1 minute of silence in which we think about the heritage of Professor Silvano Pupolin